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Designed for secure cash storage and access control, 
the BSD is an excellent device for retail businesses that 
handle significant amounts of cash, store tills and other 
valuable assets. These NKL models feature an interior 
compartment with manual drop drawer, 5-point premium 
NKL bolt-work hardware, automatic locking detent 
mechanism, and burglary resistant lock with relocker. 
Electronics feature positive user identification with 
electronic key (keyless access option available), audit 
trail, and programmable delay and timelock settings. 
Optional internal coin racks available.

*Assuming a standard till size of 2.5”H x 15.5”W x 11.25”D

• Drop drawer allows direct deposit to 
inner compartment 

• Burglary deterrent construction 
• Time delay lock feature as robbery 

deterrent 
• Three permission levels with positive 

identification limits access by role 
• Detail support of accountability audits 

with 10,000 lines of transaction history

BSD2920
Exterior Dimensions: 29”H x 20”W x 18.5”D
Weight: 310 lbs
Holds up to 4 Standard Tills*

BSD3220
Exterior Dimensions: 32”H x 20”W x 18.5”D
Weight: 330 lbs
Holds up to 5 Standard Tills*

BSD4125
Exterior Dimensions: 41”H x 25”W x 26”D
Weight: 500 lbs
Holds up to 16 Standard Tills*

SPECIFICATIONS

BSD Series 
Intelligent Manual Drop Safe

Easy to use, highly secure 
cash management solution
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Features Available on the BSD

TECHNOLOGY FEATURES

Positive User Identification
Dual access accountability with both 
a user number or electronic key and a 
personal identification number (PIN) 
provides a redundant identity check. 

Encrypted Audit Trail
The audit trail provides the ability 
to review all safe transactions. The 
memory will retain up to 10,000 events. 
Audit data may be viewed or printed. 

Multiple Levels of Authority 
To give each employee the controlled 
access you determine. 

Multiple Languages Platform 

Printer Interface 
The safe’s printer port gives you the 
ability to print the audit report on any 
standard serial printer. 

Time Lock & Time Delay 

The Time Lock feature allows you to set 
the time of day or night when the safe 
can be opened, and the Time Delay the 
length of delay between an authorize 
key entry and when access is permitted. 
When the employee enters a key and 
PIN the Safe displays “Time Delay” and 
a clock starts counting. 

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

•  B-rate construction 

• 5-point premium NKL bolt-work   
   hardware 

• Auto door detent 

• Spring-loaded re-locker 

• Adjustable, ball bearing hinges for     
  easier open/close of door

Day-Lock Prevention
The safe can be programmed to 
alarm, and event logged, if the door is 
left open for a set period of time. 

Armor Car Override (ACO) 
If you use an Armored Car service, an 
ACO key is available to bypass the 
Time Delay and Time Lock restrictions. 

Duress Alarm
The safe can be integrated into your 
existing alarm system so in the event of 
a robbery, the operator has the ability 
to activate a duress alarm should they 
choose.

Non-Volatile (FLASH)
Memory In the event the power goes 
out, the system retains all of its settings 
and the entire audit history.

CUSTOMER CARE AND INSTALLATION SERVICES

In retail operations, uninterrupted cash flow is required 
for a healthy business. We understand this so our service 
representatives are available 24/7/365 and our fleet of 
company owned service vehicles are ready to respond 
to your needs. Cennox has the infrastructure, scale and 
experience to deliver outstanding safe service for retailers 
of any size. We provide a single point of contact for all 
your service needs and will always be there when you 
need us with a quality experience, proven delivery process 
and consistent results. Installation services include rollout 
planning and program management, delivery, installation 
and training. Support has never been more personable, 
effective or efficient.

Easy In, Easy Out, Secure


